where <r 2 > is the mean squared donor acceptor distance. The probability distribution describing the distance between the ends a worm-like chain is: where l c is the contour length of the polypeptide, l p is the persistence length of the chain segments, and N is a normalization constant. The contour length is usually taken to be b 0 l, where l is the number of peptide bonds in the chain, and b 0 is distance between adjacent C α atoms.
The modified Smoluchowski equations describing intrachain diffusion of the polypeptide with energy-transfer quenching of 1 W*, and electron-transfer quenching of 3 W* are given by: P*(r,t) represent the probabilities of finding an 1 W* and 3 W* with a quencher at distance r at time t after excitation; D is the intrachain diffusion coefficient which we have taken to be independent of r, and β = 1/k B T. We have implicitly assumed unit efficiency for 1 W* → 3 W* intersystem crossing in the absence of quencher.
The potential of mean force (U(r)) is related to the equilibrium distribution:
The distance dependent rate constants are given by Förster theory and semiclassical electron transfer theory: At t = 0, the 1 W* distribution will be described by the equilibrium distribution:
and the triplet will be unpopulated:
These coupled partial differential (Smoluchowski) equations are solved numerically using the PDEPE function in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.), subject to the foregoing initial condition and reflective boundary conditions, to give 1 P*(r,t) and 3 P*(r,t).
1 W* and 3 W* decay kinetics for the full ensemble of polypeptides will be given by integrating over r: 
